
Petroplan Appoints Regional Recruitment Manager For Sub-Saharan Africa 

Lindsay Sher to spearhead growth for specialist energy recruiter 

 

Cape Town, South Africa, XX June 2015 – Petroplan, the global oil, gas and energy 

recruitment specialist, has appointed Lindsay Sher as Regional Recruitment Manager – Sub-

Saharan Africa. Ms Sher has been hired to increase Petroplan’s footprint in the region and 

expand the company’s local recruitment team in South Africa. 

 

Ms Sher brings 12 years’ recruitment experience to the role and joins Petroplan’s Cape 

Town office from one of South Africa’s largest permanent recruitment companies – where 

she was Head of Commercial & Engineering Recruitment. Ms Sher will be responsible for 

the overall growth, development and profitability of Petroplan’s operations in Africa’s sub-

Saharan region. 

 

“Lindsay possesses an in-depth knowledge of South Africa’s recruitment industry and has a 

demonstrable track record in driving business growth. There is a significant opportunity to 

support sub-Saharan Africa’s emerging energy market, and Lindsay’s experience will be 

invaluable as we look to strengthen our position as a specialist recruiter in the region,” says 

Andrew Speers, Managing Director, Petroplan.  

 

“I’m delighted to be joining the Petroplan team. People are a vital asset in every business 

sector, so this is an exciting opportunity to take my experience and apply it to a new 

industry,” adds Ms Sher. 

 

“Clients and candidates trust Petroplan as their recruitment partner of choice, and the 

company has earned a positive reputation because of the professional relationships it builds 

and the quality of results it delivers. My goal is to build on the fantastic foundations laid to 

date, and draw on Petroplan’s global network to realize the company’s potential in sub-

Saharan Africa.” 

 

ENDS 

 

About Petroplan 

Petroplan is the trusted global recruitment partner providing specialist recruitment and 

contractor management services exclusively to the oil, gas and energy industry. Defining its 

people as ‘Energy Talent Explorers’, Petroplan’s 40 years of sector experience affords an in-

depth knowledge of the candidates and work environments involved in these industries. With 



a proven track record of recruiting and placing exceptional industry professionals with 

leading organisations, Petroplan’s specialist expertise and broad candidate network enables 

its clients to rapidly procure the best people for business-critical roles, in an increasingly 

competitive marketplace. Petroplan has regional offices located across Europe, the Middle 

East, Africa, North America, Asia Pacific and Australasia, and its aim is to deliver value 

across its global personnel and client network via tailored services delivered locally.  
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